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Project context and objectives
CURVACE (CURVed Artificial Compound Eyes) is a collaborative research project supported by
the Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) programme within the Seventh Framework
Programme for Research of the European Commission. Herein, we intend to design, develop, and
assess artificial compound eyes, which will be composed of microlens arrays arranged on curved
and flexible surfaces where each microlens will be integrated with one or more aVLSI adaptive
photoreceptors. The output of these artificial compound eyes will be processed by adaptive vision
filters implemented in programmable devices, such as microcontrollers or FPGAs, for fast
extraction of motion‐related information. Compared to conventional cameras, artificial compound
eyes will offer a much larger field of view in a smaller size and weight with no distortion and
higher temporal resolution. Furthermore, some versions of the artificial compound eyes will offer
space within the concavity for embedding processing units, battery, or additional sensors that are
useful for motion‐related computation.
In order to reach the desired goals, we are taking leverage from a novel combination of optic
fabrication, neuromorphic engineering, microelectronics on bendable surfaces and insect‐inspired
active vision and motion detection. We adopt a progressive approach by developing a set of
flexible artificial ommatidia units that will serve as mechanical and functional basic elements. We
are building on these units the four versions of artificial compound eyes, i.e., cylindrical, active,
spherical and tape, which will allow us to incrementally tackle the technical and scientific
challenges and at the same time develop different prototypes that will suit the needs of various
applications.

2nd Year activities and main results
In the second year of the project, a series of fully functional flexible ommatidia patches has been
fabricated. The intense investigations during the mockup fabrication helped to improve the
assembly routines significantly. The intersectional points between the partners during
manufacturing worked well and lead to an effective progress. Most of the fabrication steps are
close‐to‐industry solutions. Moreover, for those processes with a low degree of automation,
perspective issues for an industrial implementation have been determined.
The first fully functional flexible ommatidia patches can be cylindrically curved with the available
flexible PCB solution and the chip bonding pattern after applying state‐of‐the‐art dicing
technology in order to achieve a field of view of 180°. Additionally, the mounted compound‐eye
optics allows for an improved sensitivity of the aVLSI vision chips. The small series demonstrates
the competence and technological ability of the consortium to fabricate artificial ommatidia for
CURVACE devices in an industry‐oriented assembly process.
Following the development and fabrication of the ommatidia patches, the consortium has faced
the design and fabrication of the first prototypes of the four CURVACEs: cylindrical, active,
spherical and tape. During the reported period, the main specifications for these first prototypes,
such as mechanical packaging, electronic architecture, communication protocols and assembly
procedures, have been fixed. The fabrication of CURVACE mockups allowed the consortium to
validate the overall packaging and the assembly protocol of the four versions.
The development of cylindrical CURVACE is the most advanced at this point of the project and
we have achieved the assembly of the first prototype. Additionally, the required software has been
implemented into the onboard electronic architecture to operate the readout of the ommatidia and
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the communication interfaces between the controlling units and with an external computer. The
overall device is not larger than a 1 Euro coin.
Thanks to active micro‐vibrations applied to its elementary retina, UNIVMED has shown that a
scanning sensor is able to measure the angular position of a contrasting edge at low cost with
hyperacuity. The active CURVACE sensor was able to estimate the elevation of a real edge such as
the horizontal roof of a distant building with a resolution (0.025°) at least 160‐fold better than the
sensor’s static resolution (4°). Figure 1 shows the sensor that we designed and realized for the
accurate contactless angular position sensing. UNIVMED also used the prototype shown in Figure
1 to test new visual processing algorithms that will be implemented in the active CURVACE.

Figure 1. Picture (left) and CAD (right) of the active visual scanning sensor after removing its optical
shield. Adapted from Juston et al., IEEE sensors, 2011.

The mechanical packaging of the first spherical CURVACE is conceptually similar to the
cylindrical one, but bearing an omnidirectional field of view. In this case, two customized 1D
ommatidia patches are attached to the curved outer part of an internal scaffold and all the
necessary electronic components are contained into the concavity of the sphere on two rigid PCBs.
The ommatidia patch bears omnidirectional field of view, yielding an ideal configuration for
vision‐based egomotion estimation and it will be tested and validated for this functionality onto a
flying robot in the next project months.
Lastly, the tape CURVACE reveals a novel model of flexible compound vision sensor. The first
macro‐scale prototype, denominated the Vision Tape, consists of an arrangement of pixels and a
“Brain” module to contain the necessary electronic components for global data processing, external
communication and inertial sensing (see Figure 2 left). One of the main novelties is the mechanical
flexibility of the tape and the consequent a priori indetermination of the ommatidia viewing
directions. This prototype demonstrates feasibility of optic flow extraction (Figure 2 right), but
provided that the pixel orientation is known. Consequently, a novel non‐invasive shape sensor
has been developed that aims at being integrated into the tape CURVACE prototype to monitor its
variable shape during operation. This new solution has been validated by online monitoring of the
curvature of a flexible PCB similar to the CURVACE one.
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Figure 2. Left, image of the Vision Tape, the preliminary prototype of tape CURVACE. Right, optic flow
amplitude extracted with the vision information of the device as a function of its rotational speed.

Both theoretical and algorithmic advancements toward the realization of a library of visual filters
for curved compound cameras have been accomplished. This library is aimed to be shared by
researchers who are interested in visual information extraction using unconventional sensors like
CURVACE. Substantial work has been carried out for the architectural design and software
implementation of the library. We have implemented a series of algorithms for optical flow
extraction. They provide both spatial and temporal filtering mechanisms for efficient motion
detection and serve as the first visual processing step of images sensed by the CURVACE eyes. In
addition, novel algorithms for egomotion estimation have been developed. In order to analyze the
spatial configuration of ommatidia of different CURVACE eyes, a method for sensor calibration
has been proposed as well. For the simulation of the CURVACE sensor outputs, we have
integrated a simulation system bearing a network interface for connection and data exchange with
external software systems. With properly designed testing mechanism, the simulation tool can be
used extensively for the evaluation of the different algorithmic solutions implemented within the
library.
UNIVMED prepared a procedure for the Optic Flow characterization of CURVACEs by testing
the performances of our local motion sensors measuring a local 1D angular speed of a visual scene
in terms of their resolution, accuracy, range, refresh rate and sensitivity to illuminance variations
(Expert et al., 2011; Roubieu et al., 2011; Viollet et al., 2010). In particular, we have designed,
constructed and tested a miniature local motion sensor based on a previously designed custom‐
made VLSI retina called APIS (“Adaptive Pixels for Insect‐based Sensors”) (Viollet et al., 2010),
comprising 25 pixels, that was previously developed in collaboration with the Center for Particle
Physics (CPPM/CNRS) in Marseille. Each pixel features an integrated photodiode with a sensitive
area of 250×250μm connected to an adaptive, time‐continuous, logarithmic circuit having a
dynamic range of 100 dB, as originally suggested by Delbrück and Mead in 1994. These APIS
pixels are auto‐adaptive like the ones used for designing the CURVACE chips. The visual signals
were then fed to our digital signal processing circuit which processes the “time of travel” of a
contrast detected by two adjacent photoreceptors (Blanes, 1991): this circuit was originally inspired
by the flyʹs Elementary Motion Detector neurons (EMDs) (Franceschini et al., 1989).
UNIVMED focused on the static characteristics and the dynamic responses of custom‐made local
motion sensors over a wide range of illuminance values, ranging from 50lux to 10000lux,
determined here by recording their responses to a purely rotational optic flow generated by
rotating the sensor mechanically indoors and outdoors. The indoor and outdoor dynamic
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responses of the visual motion sensor are shown in Figure 3b. The measured angular speed  APIS
(blue points) is superimposed on the reference angular speed  gyro (red). Despite the great
difference in the illuminance, which ranged between 50lux and 10000lux (Figure 3i, j, k and l), the
responses of the visual motion sensor faithfully obeyed the triangular law imposed on the
rotational speed of the board and the dispersion was low. The procedure published by UNIVMED
in Journal of Field Robotics (Expert et al., pp 529‐541, 2011) provides a new benchmark test for
thoroughly characterizing visual motion and optic flow sensors designed to operate both indoors
and outdoors under various lighting conditions, in unknown environments where future Micro‐
Aerial Vehicles should navigate safely. The CURVACE “optic flow characterization” task will use
the same procedure as the one described in Figure 3.

Figure 3. a) Testbed used during the experiments to assess optic flow indoors and outdoors. b) Dynamic
indoor and outdoor responses of the visual motion sensor (blue dots). The sensor can be seen here to have
rotated, giving a triangular pattern of variation (red) involving a series of velocity ramps ranging between
60°/s and 300°/s with different slopes under four different lighting conditions. Despite the strong
illuminance variations, the local motion sensor followed the rotational angular speed quite faithfully.
Adapted from Expert et al., Journal of Field Robotics, 2011.

Expected Final Results and Impact
During the second year of project, the consortium has progressed towards the presentation of the
different CURVACE versions as functional or quasi‐functional prototypes. Through novel
fabrication methods and assembly approaches, we have been able to engineer a unique family of
sensors that mimic the physical characteristics of animal compound eyes in an unprecedented
way. Some of the predetermined properties of CURVACE, such as wide and variable field of view,
thin and flexible packaging, constant distance between optical and photosensitive surfaces and
compact arrangement of components in concavities, have been demonstrated with the first
prototypes and mockups. Simulation experiments and additional tests have also validated the high
optoelectronic sensitivity of CURVACE, its high temporal resolution, low power consumption and
reliable image rendering. In a next step, the characterization work will validate these properties in
CURVACE prototypes as well as the visual sampling of wide vision fields and its capabilities for
motion detection.
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In next series of CURVACE prototypes, the consortium will face further optimization of various
factors such as size, processing power, resolution and the implementation of onboard data
processing. In parallel, we will also assess the added value of the CURVACE prototypes in
applications such as navigation of flying robots and wearable sensing to validate the implemented
principles. Our aim is to offer an assortment of self‐contained devices to be used as compact, wide
angle fast operation vision sensors on a variety of platforms with an undemanding
implementation procedure. The range of potential applications goes from their use in mobile
robots as an imager for obstacle avoidance or else distance or egomotion estimation, to
miniaturized cameras in endoscopes for medical inspection or wearable visual sensors for
handicapped people. Extending beyond mere application examples, CURVACE provides a radical
alternative that aims at a paradigm shift from conventional cameras inspired by vertebrate vision
towards compound eyes inspired by insect vision. This step‐up will lead to further miniaturization
of manufactured cameras while maintaining unparalleled sensitivity, very large field of view with
no distortion and rapid response with lower power consumption, among other advantages.
_________________________
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